City of Palo Alto

(ID # 9201)

City Council Staff Report
Report Type: Action Items

Meeting Date: 5/14/2018

Summary Title: Initial Screening of Ideas for Further Study
Title: Connecting Palo Alto Rail Program Status Update and Initial Screening
of Ideas for Further Study
From: City Manager
Lead Department: Planning and Community Environment
Recommendation
The City Council Rail Committee and Staff recommend that Council receive a report on the
status of the Connecting Palo Alto Rail Program, approve moving forward with ten specific
grade separation options, and authorize polling if Staff deems appropriate.
Executive Summary
The City of Palo Alto currently has four at-grade crossings of the Caltrain tracks that divide the
City. With much needed Caltrain service enhancements underway (and High Speed Rail a
possibility for the future), gate closures at these crossings are expected to increase delays to
motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists substantially in the future. As a result, the City Council has
prioritized planning for grade separations and the City Council Rail Committee has been
gathering public input and working to identify a handful of alternatives for in depth analysis.
This agenda item is intended to provide the full Council with a status report on the planning
process and approval of the Rail Committee’s initial screening to ten ideas for further study.
The Council will have an opportunity to take further action on screening of ideas for in depth
analysis in June.
The ten Ideas recommended by the Rail Committee are listed below and the process used to
derive them is described in Attachment B. Each Idea would affect one or more individual rail
crossings and once the list of Ideas is further refined, they would ultimately need to be
combined as a “preferred solution” (“preferred alternative” in CEQA parlance) to address Palo
Alto’s entire rail corridor for environmental review purposes.
1. CAH - Churchill Avenue roadway under railroad hybrid
2. CAR - Churchill Avenue roadway over railroad reverse hybrid
3. CAX - Churchill Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: widen existing
Embarcadero Road undercrossing, add new traffic signals at Embarcadero Road ramps,
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build bike/ped crossing at Churchill Avenue, and/or build Seale Avenue bike/ped
crossing to connect to Peers Park and Stanford Avenue bicycle boulevard
4. MCL - Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway hybrid and build Loma
Verde Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard
5. MCR - Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad reverse hybrid and
build Loma Verde Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle
boulevard
6. MCT - Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad trench or tunnel; Alma
Street would not be within trench or tunnel (maintains Alma Street connections to
Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)
7. MCV - Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway viaduct
8. PAH - Continue proposed Menlo Park railroad over roadway hybrid and/or viaduct
across San Francisquito Creek and Palo Alto Avenue
9. PCX - Palo Alto Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: build an Everett
Avenue bike/ped undercrossing and widen University Avenue
10. WBP - City-wide deep-bore railroad under roadway tunnel within Palo Alto city limits
with two new underground rail stations

Background
At its February 5, 2018 retreat, the City Council adopted “Selecting a preferred grade separation
alternative by December 2018” as its goal under the Council priority of Grade Separations. This
goal was set based on understanding the time sensitivity of decisions needed in order to
expeditiously plan, fund, design, and construct the rail grade separations needed to address
community safety, access, and traffic congestion concerns throughout Palo Alto.
Even under an aggressive timeline, the steps necessary to proceed with completing grade
separations will likely span the upcoming decade. These steps and the timeframes involved are
summarized below:
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Figure 1. Connecting Palo Alto Timeline
Date

Action / Milestone
2018
1-Apr-18 Award new consultant agreement
30-Jun-18 Select alternatives to analyze
13-Dec-18 Select preferred alternative
2019
30-Jun-19 Circulate Draft EIR
31-Dec-19 Certify EIR & select preferred alternative
2020
31-Jan-20 Approve agency agreements for managing construction
1-Feb-20 Begin preliminary design
1-Dec-20 Begin final design
2021
1-Nov-21 Acquire properties?
2022
1-Nov-22 Obtain agency permits/ approvals
2023
31-Jan-23 Award and construct project(s)
1-Mar-23 Start construction
2028
31-Dec-28 Finish construction

Source: City Of Palo Alto, February 2018

Achieving the timeline described above is dependent on the City’s ability to select a preferred
alternative by the end of 2018. Over the last year, the City has undertaken an extensive
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citywide engagement effort to establish a broad awareness of the need and issues associated
with constructing rail grade separations to ensure Palo Alto’s community connectedness is
maintained in the face of imminent electrification and increased train traffic on the Caltrain
corridor. This has generated 34 discrete Ideas for grade separations, which the Rail Committee
is currently reviewing in anticipation of a City Council decision on a discrete list of 4-8 Ideas for
further study before the Council’s summer break.
For more information on the Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program, and the work completed todate, please visit http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/connectingpaloalto.
Throughout 2017 and early 2018, community comments were collected through a project
website, stakeholder interviews, an on-line questionnaire with 800 responses, two community
workshops with 228 attendees, and four community roundtables with 381 attendees. To-date,
Staff has received an additional 63 public comments or inquiries related to the project. All of
the input received has been entered into a public comment database.
Figure 1. Alternatives Screening Diagram

Source: City of Palo Alto, March 2018
Staff has reviewed all of the input received to-date and drafted a Master List of Ideas. This list
contains all of the various grade separation projects suggested by members of the public and as
a result of previous planning efforts. A total of 34 discrete Ideas were identified by Staff (this
was previously described as ~40 Ideas). This Master List of Ideas is included as Attachment C. As
presented at the City Council retreat and Rail Committee meeting in February, the program
goals for 2018 are to identify four (4) to eight (8) Alternatives for Study in June and select a
Preferred Solution for Environmental Analysis and Preliminary Design by the end of the year. In
order to move toward the goal of identification of the handful of Alternatives for Study, Staff
recommends the early elimination of financially or technically infeasible Ideas through the use
of Initial Screening Criteria, which are based on the Tier 1 and Tier 2 Evaluation Criteria adopted
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by City Council on September 6, 2017. A glossary of the terms used in this staff report is
included below.
Glossary
Option: A standard type of railroad grade crossing improvement or grade separation treatment.
Examples of Options include: safety upgrades, closure, road under rail, road over rail, hybrid, rail
under road, and rail over road.
Idea: An initial concept for a treatment at one or more specific grade crossings. An Idea has not
been evaluated for financial feasibility or constructability.
Master List of Ideas: A comprehensive list of all grade crossing treatment Ideas. All Ideas on The
Master List of Ideas were identified in public comments or in previous planning efforts.
Alternative for Study: An Idea that has been initially screened for financial and technical
feasibility and selected for further analysis. The cost to further analyze each Alternative for
Study is estimated at $200,000 to $300,000*.
Solution: A combination of one Alternative for Study for each of the four grade crossings (e.g.,
closing one crossing, putting a hybrid at two crossings, and putting a trench at one crossing
would equal one Solution). The Alternatives for Study within a Solution must be compatible with
one another.
Preferred Solution: The Solution selected by City Council to move into the environmental
analysis and preliminary design phase as the “preferred alternative” for CEQA purposes in 2019.
* The further analysis of an Alternative for Study will likely include traffic circulation and multimodal access evaluations, geotechnical investigations, structural type selections, hydraulic
analysis, utility conflict evaluations, constraints analysis, preliminary cost analysis, economic
and community impact analysis, construction phasing impacts, and multi-modal transportation
impact analysis).
Figure 2. Adopted Evaluation Criteria
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Source: City of Palo Alto, March 12, 2018
Discussion
Staff conducted an Initial Screening of the Master List of Ideas which identified a total of 18
Ideas for potential early elimination, leaving 16 Ideas on the Master List of Ideas. Staff then
incorporated Rail Committee and Technical Advisory Committee feedback to further refine the
Initial Screening of the Master List of Ideas, and presented 10 Ideas to the Rail Committee on
April 18, 2018. This elimination, selection, and refinement process is summarized in Attachment
B.
The ten (10) Grade Separation Ideas recommended by the Rail Committee are summarized
below and included in Attachment A.
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Ideas that Include Grade Crossing Closure Option

PCX

Palo Alto Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: build an Everett Avenue
bike/ped undercrossing and widen University Avenue

CAX

Churchill Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: widen existing Embarcadero
Road undercrossing, add new traffic signals at Embarcadero Road ramps, build bike/ped
crossing at Churchill Avenue, and/or build Seale Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Peers
Park and Stanford Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Reverse Hybrid Option (Roadway Raised Slightly & Railroad Depressed
Slightly)

CAR

Churchill Avenue roadway over railroad reverse hybrid

MCR

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad reverse hybrid and build Loma
Verde Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Hybrid Option (Railroad Raised Slightly and Roadway Depressed Slightly)

PAH

Continue proposed Menlo Park railroad over roadway hybrid and/or viaduct across San
Francisquito Creek and Palo Alto Avenue

CAH

Churchill Avenue railroad over roadway hybrid

MCL

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway hybrid and build Loma Verde
Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Railroad under Roadway Option

MCT

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad under roadway trench or tunnel; Alma Street
would not be within trench or tunnel (maintains Alma Street connections to Meadow Drive and
Charleston Road)

WBP

City-wide deep-bore railroad under roadway tunnel within Palo Alto city limits with two new
underground rail stations
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Ideas that Include Railroad over Roadway Option

MCV

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway viaduct

Attachments:
 Attachment A - Draft Recommended Ideas
 Attachment B - Initial Screening Process
 Attachment C - Draft Master List of Ideas
 Attachment D - Public Letters to Council
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Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program
Matrix of Ideas – Recommended Ideas from Initial Screening of 34 Ideas

Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program
Matrix of Ideas – Recommended Ideas from Initial Screening of 34 Ideas
Type of Separation

Citywide

(Alphabetical Order)

Palo Alto

Churchill

Meadow

Charleston

2017 ADT (vehicles/day) = 16,200
(+ 550 bikes)

2017 ADT (vehicles/day) = 9,200
(+ 1,020 bikes)

2017 ADT (vehicles/day) = 8,900
(+ 900 bikes)

2017 ADT (vehicles/day) = 17,900
(+ 240 bikes)

Palo Alto Ave Closed,
Add Improvements (PCX)

Closure
Hybrid
(Road over Rail)

Palo Alto Ave Hybrid and/or
Viaduct (PAH)

Hybrid
(Road under Rail)

Churchill Ave Closed,
Add Improvements (CAX)
Churchill Ave Reverse
Hybrid (CAR)

Meadow + Charleston Reverse Hybrid,
Loma Verde Bike/Ped (MCR)

Churchill Ave Hybrid (CAH)

Meadow + Charleston Hybrid,
Loma Verde Bike/Ped (MCL)

No Build / Do
Nothing
Meadow + Charleston
Trench or Tunnel (MCT)

Rail under Road
(Trench)
Rail under Road
(Tunnel)

City-Wide Tunnel
within Palo Alto (WBP)

Rail over Road
(Berm/Viaduct)

Meadow + Charleston
Viaduct (MCV)

Road under Rail

Abbreviations
CAX – Churchill Avenue crossing closed (X); improvement options include: widen existing Embarcadero Road
undercrossing, add new traffic signals at Embarcadero Road ramps, build bike/ped crossing at Churchill
Avenue, and/or build Seale Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Peers Park and Stanford Avenue bicycle
boulevard
CAH – Churchill Avenue roadway under railroad Hybrid
CAR – Churchill Avenue roadway over railroad Reverse hybrid
MCL − Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway hybrid and build Loma Verde Avenue bike/ped
crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard
MCR − Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad Reverse hybrid and build Loma Verde Avenue
bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard

MCT − Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad Trench or tunnel; Alma Street would not be
within trench or tunnel (maintains Alma Street connections to Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)
MCV - Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway Viaduct
PAH − Continue proposed Menlo Park railroad over roadway Hybrid and/or viaduct across San Francisquito Creek
and Palo Alto Avenue
PCX − Palo Alto Avenue Crossing closed (X); improvement options include: build an Everett Avenue bike/ped
undercrossing and widen University Avenue
WBP – City-Wide deep-Bore railroad under roadway tunnel within Palo Alto city limits with two new underground
rail stations

Initial Screening Process: Master List of 34 Ideas to 10 Recommended Ideas
Over the last year, the City has undertaken an extensive citywide engagement effort to
establish a broad awareness of the need and issues associated with constructing rail grade
separations to ensure Palo Alto’s community connectedness is maintained in the face of
imminent electrification and increased train traffic on the Caltrain corridor. This has generated
34 discrete Ideas for grade separations, which the Rail Committee is currently reviewing in
anticipation of a City Council decision on a discrete list of 4-8 ideas for further study before the
Council’s summer break.
Using the methodology outlined below, Staff conducted an Initial Screening exercise based on
the adopted Evaluation Criteria, as well as three new criteria: 1) Estimated Community Support,
2) Constructability, and 3) Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) Opinion. Much of this scoring is
qualitative in nature and relies on the professional judgement of Staff. An internal working
group comprised of staff from the Planning and Community Environment Department, Public
Works Department, and Utilities Department coordinated on the evaluation under the technical
screening criteria.
It’s important to recognize, however, that cumulatively, a minor change to the score under one
criterion is unlikely to change the results of the Initial Screening. Two exceptions to this are the
so-called Fatal Flaw criteria of 1) Funding Feasibility and 2) Constructability. It will likely be the
Staff recommendation that the Ideas that face substantial funding or construction challenges
be removed from consideration. An additional criterion on TAC Opinion remains blank, as the
Master List of Ideas was not presented to the Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program Technical
Advisory Committee until March 13, 2018.
Tier 1 Evaluation Criteria
Facilitate Movement – All Modes
 At year of completion, the project will likely improve access and mobility compared to a
scenario with no project.
 At year of completion, the project will likely result in similar levels of access and mobility
compared to a scenario with no project.
 At year of completion, the project will likely worsen access and mobility compared to a
scenario with no project.

Reduce Delay and Congestion
 At year of completion, the project will likely decrease motor vehicle delay at signalized
intersections compared to a scenario with no project.
 At year of completion, the project will likely result in similar levels of motor vehicle
delay at signalized intersections compared to a scenario with no project.
 At year of completion, the project will likely increase motor vehicle delay at signalized
intersections compared to a scenario with no project.

Ped-Bike Circulation
 The project is likely to substantially improve bicyclist and pedestrian connectivity across
the rail corridor and between key destinations.
 The project is likely to moderately improve bicyclist and pedestrian connectivity across
the rail corridor and between key destinations.
 The project is likely to degrade bicyclist and pedestrian connectivity across the rail
corridor and between key destinations.

Support Rail Operations
 The project will likely facilitate improved rail operations.
 The project will likely have no impact on rail operations.
 The project will likely constrain flexibility for future rail operations and expansion of
service.

Funding Feasibility (Fatal Flaw)

✔

It’s possible that the entire project can be funded with established revenue

sources.

X

It’s possible that the majority of the project can be funded with established

revenue sources, although some portion of the project will likely require new
funding mechanisms, and that portion is likely to be eligible for competitive grant
funding.

X

The estimated cost of the project likely exceeds the capacity of existing

revenue sources and potential new funding mechanisms, and the project would be
unlikely to be eligible for competitive grant funding.
Tier 2 Evaluation Criteria
Reduce Noise
 The project will likely reduce noise from trains—air horns and roadway crossing warning
bells—while not increasing other noise.
 The project will likely reduce some sources of noise—air horns and roadway crossing
warning bells—while potentially increasing the degree or intensity of noise from other
sources.
 The project will likely not reduce noise.

Minimize Visual Changes
 The project will likely either improve or not substantially alter the appearance of the
project area.
 The project will moderately alter the appearance of the project area.
 The project will likely substantially alter the appearance of the project area.

Minimize Right-of-Way
 The project will likely require very minimal or no permanent property acquisition.
 The project will likely require moderate permanent property acquisition, possibly
impacting only small portions of affected parcels.
 The project will likely require substantial permanent property acquisition.

Minimize Construction Impacts
 The extent and duration of project construction will likely have minimal impact on the
public and be mostly within the existing railroad right-of-way.
 The extent and duration of project construction will likely have a moderate impact on
the public and be partially outside the existing railroad right-of-way.
 The extent and duration of project construction will likely have a significant impact on
the public and be mostly outside the existing railroad right-of-way.

Estimated Community Support
 Based on recent community engagement activities, Staff believes that the project may
have broad support within the community.
 Based on recent community engagement activities, Staff believes that the project may
have some support within the community.
 Based on recent community engagement activities, Staff believes that the project may
have little support in the community.

Constructability (Fatal Flaw)

✔

Project can be constructed under existing technical standards and within

existing political framework. “Political framework” refers to the City’s ability to
obtain necessary approvals from other agencies.

X

Project cannot be constructed under existing technical standards or within

existing political framework.

X

Project cannot be constructed under existing technical standards and within

existing political framework.
TAC Opinion
The Technical Advisory Committee reviewed the Master List of Ideas and provided
feedback, but did not score each individual idea. TAC comments are summarized
below.











The breadth of ideas being explored is good and provides a robust level of
analysis
Traffic analysis would be helpful, especially for closures
No build options may not be realistic or feasible
No build options were not considered for Measure B funding
The impact of high speed rail on no build options could be significant
Pedestrian and Bicycle Crossings Plans should consider the wider impact on the
network.
The most important attribute to the city bike/ped network is the distance
between crossings of the rail corridor.
Do grade separation options help with other problems?
Public Safety Response Times - need to factor into decisions, especially with
regards to Closures
Detailed Right of Way Impacts are not available until a full analysis is conducted

A total of 18 Ideas were identified by Staff for potential early elimination, which would leave 16
Ideas on the Master List of Ideas.
The first group of Ideas identified by Staff for potential early elimination were based on the
Funding Feasibility Fatal Flaw. These Ideas were eliminated because the estimated cost of the
projects likely exceeds the capacity of existing revenue sources and potential new funding
mechanisms, and the projects would be unlikely to be eligible for competitive grant funding.
These Ideas are summarized below.
Ideas with Funding Feasibility Fatal Flaw

WBE

Citywide deep bore railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits
under El Camino Real with two new underground rail stations

WBR

Citywide deep bore railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits
under existing rail corridor with two new underground rail stations

WCE

Citywide cut-and-cover railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits
under El Camino Real with two new underground rail stations

WCR

Citywide cut-and-cover railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits
under existing railroad corridor with two new underground rail stations

WTR

Citywide railroad under roadway trench within existing railroad right-of-way from Menlo Park
city limits to Mountain View city limits with two new depressed rail stations

CAT

Railroad under roadway trench at Churchill Avenue crossing

MDA

No grade separation at Meadow Drive crossing; depress Alma Street into trench within existing
Alma Street right-of-way under Meadow Drive (no connection between Meadow Drive and
Alma Street)

The second group of Ideas identified by Staff for potential early elimination were based on the
Constructability Fatal Flaw. These Ideas were eliminated because the projects cannot be
constructed under existing technical standards and within existing political framework. These
Ideas are summarized below.
Ideas with Constructability Fatal Flaw

MCA

Railroad under roadway trench within existing railroad corridor from Meadow Drive to
Charleston Road; Alma Street within trench (no connections between Meadow Drive and
Charleston Road)

WER

Citywide railroad berm from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits within existing
rail corridor with two new elevated stations

WVR

Citywide railroad viaduct from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits within
existing rail corridor with two new elevated stations

PAT

Connect Alma Street south of Palo Alto Avenue to Sand Hill Road with a roadway undercrossing
beneath the railroad corridor and El Camino Real; dead-end Palo Alto Avenue east of Alma
Street; connect the bicycle path from Menlo Park to El Camino Park

PCA

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and connect Alma Street to Alma Street in Menlo Park

PCQ

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and extend Quarry Road under rail corridor to Alma Street to
tie into Lytton Avenue

CAK

Close Churchill Avenue crossing and build a a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near Kellogg
Avenue to connect to the existing Embarcadero Shared-use Path

MDU

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Meadow Drive crossing (maintain Alma Street
connection)

CRA

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Charleston Road crossing (no connection between
Charleston Road and Alma Street)

CRO

Roadway over railroad overcrossing at Charleston Road crossing (no connection between
Charleston Road and Alma Street)

CRU

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Charleston Road crossing (maintain connection
between Charleston Road and Alma Street)

The 16 remaining Ideas are summarized below, and reflect the results of Initial Screening only.
Some of these Ideas may prove unworkable and/or be viewed unfavorably by the community as
the screening process moves forward. Ultimately, the City Council will be asked to identify four
(4) to eight (8) Ideas worthy of in-depth analysis.
Ideas that Include Grade Crossing Closure Option

CAE

Close Churchill Avenue crossing and widen existing Embarcadero Road roadway undercrossing

CAS

Close Churchill Avenue crossing and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near the
planned Seale Avenue bicycle boulevard to connect to the existing Peers Park and planned
Stanford Avenue bicycle boulevard

MDL

Close Meadow Drive crossing and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near Loma Verde
Avenue to connect to the planned Matadero Avenue bicycle boulevard

PCE

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and build planned Everett Avenue bicycle and pedestrian
undercrossing

PCU

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and widen existing University Avenue roadway undercrossing

Ideas that Include Hybrid Option (Railroad Raised Slightly and Roadway Depressed Slightly)

CAH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Churchill Avenue crossing

CRH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Charleston Road crossing (maintain connection between
Charleston Road and Alma Street)

MCH

Roadway under rail hybrid at Meadow Drive and Charleston Road crossings

MCL

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Meadow Drive and Charleston Road crossings; new hybrid
path under rail bicycle and pedestrian crossing near Loma Verde Avenue

MDH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Meadow Drive crossing (maintain connection between
Meadow Drive and Alma Street)

PAH

Continue proposed Menlo Park hybrid alternative across San Francisquito Creek and Palo Alto
Avenue on a viaduct structure

Ideas that Include No Build Option (Safety Upgrades Only)

CAN

MDN

PAN

No grade separation at Churchill Avenue crossing; implement minor safety improvements
(quad-gates and wayside horns) in addition to planned Section 130 project to be completed in
2018-2019.
No grade separation at Meadow Drive crossing; implement minor safety improvements (quadgates and wayside horns) in addition to potential Section 130 project to be completed in 20202022.
No grade separation at Palo Alto Avenue crossing; implement minor safety improvements
(quad-gates and wayside horns) with the goal of making a quiet zone

Ideas that Include Rail under Road Option

MCT

Railroad under roadway trench from Meadow Drive to Charleston Road; Alma Street not within
trench (maintain connections between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)

MCX

Railroad under roadway trench at Charleston Road; Close Meadow Drive crossing; Alma Street
not within trench (maintain connections between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)

Throughout March and early April, Staff received Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program Technical
Advisory Committee feedback on the Master List of Ideas and also met with key stakeholders to
review the results of the Initial Screening of the Master List of Ideas. On March 21, 2018, staff
presented the Initial Screening of the Master List of Ideas to the Rail Committee. Based on
feedback from the Rail Committee, and additional feedback from the Technical Advisory
Committee, staff further refined the Initial Screening of the Master List of Ideas. An additional 4
Ideas were identified by Staff for potential early elimination, 6 Ideas were combined into 3
Ideas, and 1 Idea was added per the recommendation of the Technical Advisory Committee,

leaving 10 Ideas on the Master List of Ideas. The following refinements were made:










Removed unnecessary Ideas. MCX [Railroad under roadway trench at Charleston Road;
Close Meadow Drive crossing; Alma Street not within trench (maintain connections
between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road] was removed because there is no design
benefit compared to MCT (Railroad under roadway trench from Meadow Drive to
Charleston Road; Alma Street not within trench (maintain connections between
Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)). A 2% grade is still required south of Charleston
Rd.
Remove adjacent Ideas. MDH (Roadway under railroad hybrid at Meadow Drive crossing
(maintain connection between Meadow Drive and Alma Street)) and CRH (Roadway
under railroad hybrid at Charleston Road crossing (maintain connection between
Charleston Road and Alma Street)) were removed because there is no design benefit
when compared to a hybrid option that includes both Meadow Dr. and Charleston Rd.
MDL (Close Meadow Drive crossing and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near
Loma Verde Avenue to connect to the planned Matadero Avenue bicycle boulevard) was
removed because there is no design benefit to closing Meadow without addressing
Charleston Rd.
Merge Overlapping Ideas. MCH (Roadway under rail hybrid at Meadow Drive and
Charleston Road crossings) was merged with MCL (Roadway under railroad hybrid at
Meadow Drive and Charleston Road crossings; new hybrid path under rail bicycle and
pedestrian crossing near Loma Verde Avenue) because there is no design benefit for
MCH when compared to MCL.
Combine Similar Ideas. PCE (Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and build planned Everett
Avenue bicycle and pedestrian undercrossing) and PCU (Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing
and widen existing University Avenue roadway undercrossing) were combined into PCX,
with a list of possible improvements options to choose from (Palo Alto Ave. Crossing
closed; Improvement options include: build Everett Ave. bike/ped undercrossing and
widen University Ave.). CAE (Close Churchill Avenue crossing and widen existing
Embarcadero Road roadway undercrossing) and CAS (Close Churchill Avenue crossing
and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near the planned Seale Avenue bicycle
boulevard to connect to the existing Peers Park and planned Stanford Avenue bicycle
boulevard) were combined into CAX, with a list of possible improvements options to
choose from (Churchill Ave. crossing closed; Improvement options include: widen
existing Embarcadero Rd. undercrossing, add new traffic signals at Embarcadero Rd.
ramp, and build bike/ped crossing near planned Seale Ave. bike boulevard to connect to
Peers Park and Stanford Ave. bike boulevard).
Add Technical Advisory Committee Suggestion. Caltrain recommended exploring both a

Road over Rail Hybrid as well as a Road under Rail Hybrid. Staff added MCR (Meadow
Dr. and Charleston Rd. crossings with roadway over railroad Reverse Hybrid; new hybrid
bike/ped path under rail near Loma Verde Ave.)
These 10 Ideas were presented to the Rail Committee on April 18, 2018. Council Member
Scharff moved, seconded by Council Member Fine, to recommend the City Council move
forward with the 10 Grade Separation Options recommended by Staff with the following
changes:
A. With the addition of Reverse Hybrid Option at Churchill Avenue;
B. Add "and/or viaduct” to the recommended Palo Alto Avenue Hybrid Options;
C. With the addition of a Viaduct Option for Meadow Drive and Charleston Road;
D. Remove, No Build/Do Nothing Options from consideration, except for as needed for
California Environmental Quality Act concerns;
E. With the addition of a Citywide Tunnel Option beginning and ending within Palo Alto;
F. Add, “or tunnel” to the MCT Option; and
G. Authorize Staff to conduct polling if Staff deems this appropriate.
The ten (10) Grade Separation Ideas recommended by the Rail Committee are summarized
below.
Ideas that Include Grade Crossing Closure Option

PCX

Palo Alto Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: build an Everett Avenue
bike/ped undercrossing and widen University Avenue

CAX

Churchill Avenue crossing closed; improvement options include: widen existing Embarcadero
Road undercrossing, add new traffic signals at Embarcadero Road ramps, build bike/ped
crossing at Churchill Avenue, and/or build Seale Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Peers
Park and Stanford Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Reverse Hybrid Option (Roadway Raised Slightly & Railroad Depressed
Slightly)

CAR

Churchill Avenue roadway over railroad reverse hybrid

MCR

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road roadway over railroad reverse hybrid and build Loma
Verde Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Hybrid Option (Railroad Raised Slightly and Roadway Depressed Slightly)

PAH

Continue proposed Menlo Park railroad over roadway hybrid and/or viaduct across San
Francisquito Creek and Palo Alto Avenue

CAH

Churchill Avenue railroad over roadway hybrid

MCL

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway hybrid and build Loma Verde
Avenue bike/ped crossing to connect to Margarita Avenue bicycle boulevard

Ideas that Include Railroad under Roadway Option

MCT

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad under roadway trench or tunnel; Alma Street
would not be within trench or tunnel (maintains Alma Street connections to Meadow Drive and
Charleston Road)

WBP

City-wide deep-bore railroad under roadway tunnel within Palo Alto city limits with two new
underground rail stations

Ideas that Include Railroad over Roadway Option

MCV

Meadow Drive and Charleston Road railroad over roadway viaduct

Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program

Master List of Ideas

Alternative
ID

03/07/2018

Description of Alternative

LY

Citywide or Multiple Crossing Alternatives

Railroad under roadway trench within existing railroad corridor from Meadow Drive to Charleston Road; Alma
Street within trench (no connections between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)

MCH

Roadway under rail hybrid at Meadow Drive and Charleston Road crossings

MCL

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Meadow Drive and Charleston Road crossings; new hybrid path under rail bicycle
and pedestrian crossing near Loma Verde Avenue

MCT

Railroad under roadway trench from Meadow Drive to Charleston Road; Alma Street not within trench (maintain
connections between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)

MCX

Railroad under roadway trench at Charleston Road; Close Meadow Drive crossing; Alma Street not within trench
(maintain connections between Meadow Drive and Charleston Road)

WBE

Citywide deep bore railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits under El Camino Real
with two new underground rail stations

WBR

Citywide deep bore railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits under existing rail
corridor with two new underground rail stations

WCE

Citywide cut‐and‐cover railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits under El Camino
Real with two new underground rail stations

WCR

Citywide cut‐and‐cover railroad tunnel from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits under existing
railroad corridor with two new underground rail stations

WER

Citywide railroad berm from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits within existing rail corridor with
two new elevated stations

WTR

Citywide railroad under roadway trench within existing railroad right‐of‐way from Menlo Park city limits to
Mountain View city limits with two new depressed rail stations
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MCA

Citywide railroad viaduct from Menlo Park city limits to Mountain View city limits within existing rail corridor with
two new elevated stations

Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program

Master List of Ideas

Alternative
ID

03/07/2018

Description of Alternative

LY

Palo Alto Avenue (AKA Alma Street) Alternatives

Continue proposed Menlo Park hybrid alternative across San Francisquito Creek and Palo Alto Avenue on a viaduct
structure

PAN

No grade separation at Palo Alto Avenue crossing; implement minor safety improvements (quadgates and wayside
horns) with the goal of making a quiet zone

PAT

Connect Alma Street south of Palo Alto Avenue to Sand Hill Road with a roadway undercrossing beneath the
railroad corridor and El Camino Real; dead‐end Palo Alto Avenue east of Alma Street; connect the bicycle path from
Menlo Park to El Camino Park

PCA

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and connect Alma Street to Alma Street in Menlo Park

PCE

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and build planned Everett Avenue bicycle and pedestrian undercrossing

PCQ

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and extend Quarry Road under rail corridor to Alma Street to tie into Lytton Avenue

PCU

Close Palo Alto Avenue crossing and widen existing University Avenue roadway undercrossing

D

Churchill Avenue Alternatives
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PAH

Close Churchill Avenue crossing and widen existing Embarcadero Road roadway undercrossing

CAH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Churchill Avenue crossing

CAK

Close Churchill Avenue crossing and build a a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near Kellogg Avenue to connect to the
existing Embarcadero Shared‐use Path

CAN

No grade separation at Churchill Avenue crossing; implement minor safety improvements (quadgates and wayside horns) in
addition to planned Section 130 project to be completed in 2018‐2019.
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Close Churchill Avenue crossing and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near the planned Seale Avenue bicycle
boulevard to connect to the existing Peers Park and planned Stanford Avenue bicycle boulevard

Railroad under roadway trench at Churchill Avenue crossing

Connecting Palo Alto: Rail Program

Master List of Ideas

Alternative
ID

03/07/2018

Description of Alternative

LY

Meadow Drive (Only) Alternatives

No grade separation at Meadow Drive crossing; depress Alma Street into trench within existing Alma Street right‐of‐way
under Meadow Drive (no connection between Meadow Drive and Alma Street)

MDH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Meadow Drive crossing (maintain connection between Meadow Drive and Alma Street)

MDL

Close Meadow Drive crossing and build a new bicycle and pedestrian crossing near Loma Verde Avenue to connect to the
planned Matadero Avenue bicycle boulevard

MDN

No grade separation at Meadow Drive crossing; implement minor safety improvements (quadgates and wayside horns) in
addition to potential Section 130 project to be completed in 2020‐2022.

MDU

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Meadow Drive crossing (maintain Alma Street connection)
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U

Charleston Road (Only) Alternatives

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Charleston Road crossing (no connection between Charleston Road and Alma
Street)

CRH

Roadway under railroad hybrid at Charleston Road crossing (maintain connection between Charleston Road and Alma Street)

CRO

Roadway over railroad overcrossing at Charleston Road crossing (no connection between Charleston Road and Alma Street)

CRU

Roadway under railroad undercrossing at Charleston Road crossing (maintain connection between Charleston Road and
Alma Street)
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Maurizio Gianola <maurizio.gianola@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 26, 2018 4:53 PM
Council, City
A0 Maurizio Gianola; A1 Sabrina Corvo
Citizen Concern Regarding Rail Grade Separation

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
There is growing concern within my local community, the North Old Palo Alto (NOPA) Community, regarding
the imminent rail grade-separation project under review by the City. We are very supportive of the coming rail
electrification and modernization initiatives, but we are concerned about the financial, community,
environmental and safety implications of a subset of the grade separation options currently under consideration,
specifically at Churchill Avenue.
Our community members have become very actively involved in the City’s Connecting Palo Alto initiative,
have attended several meetings with City staff, have read all the various research by the consultants on the
project, and have started to hold local community meetings to become activated on these issues. We believe that
there are some critically important elements missing from the current process and analyses that should be part
of the City’s core guiding principles in considering these various grade separation proposals.
Specifically, the NOPA Community members believe that the following principles are not yet adequately being
factored into the City’s process or research and should be prioritized:
(1) Complete Financial Impact, including the multi-hundred million dollar cost of Eminent Domain that would
be required in some proposals;
(2) Community Impact given that some options would eliminate dozens of families’ homes and destroy entire
neighborhoods;
(3) Leverage of Existing Infrastructure given that some options are being considered in isolation despite
massive existing adjacent investments; and,
(4) Safety Impact given that any proposals should address known safety concerns of our pedestrians and
bicycling student/children.
In order to properly communicate our concerns, we ask you to:
(a) Please read our Community Letter to Palo Alto City Council
(http://www.northoldpaloalto.org/community_letter_to_city_council), which lays out our concerns and
proposals that we believe will provide for East-West traffic flows and pedestrian safety in the most costeffective, community-sensitive way for the community at large.
(b) Please meet with us to discuss our concerns and issues face-to-face. We would be happy to come to City
1
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Hall or welcome you to our home(s). Please let us know what is optimal for you.
Please let us know when a meeting would be convenient for you. Many thanks in advance for your
consideration.
Regards,
Maurizio Gianola & Sabrina Corvo
Resident of Old Palo Alto
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